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Carbon cage-like materials as potential low work function metallic
compounds: Case of clathrates
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~Received 3 October 2001; accepted for publication 27 December 2001!

We present anab initio calculation of the electronic affinity of the hypothetical C-46 clathrate by
studying its bare and hydrogenated~100! surfaces. We show that such a system shares with the
diamond phase a small electronic affinity. Furthermore, contrary to the diamond phase, the
possibility of endohedrally doping these cage-like systems allows to significantly raise the position
of the Fermi level, resulting in a true metal with a small work function. This is illustrated in the case
of the Li8@C-46 doped compound. Such a class of materials might be of much interest for the
design of electron-emitting devices. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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There is a strong incentive in trying to synthesize ma
rials which could be used as efficient electron emitters
vacuum electronic devices. While alkali metals display
lowest work function (W;2 – 3 eV) of all elemental metals
their poor mechanical, and chemical properties~melting tem-
perature, resistance to ionic bombardment, etc.! forbid their
use in actual devices, and therefore metals with much hig
work function such as tungsten or molybdenum (W
;4.5 eV) are preferred for their superior mechanical a
chemical properties.

A promising class of materials which have been ext
sively studied are carbon diamond based systems. Du
their large gap, carbon diamond based systems have
shown to display a small, or even negative, electro
affinity.1,2 Furthermore, their mechanical properties are su
rior to the one of any existing metal. However, the difficu
of doping them ‘‘n type’’ in order to obtain a significan
density of emitting electrons limits their efficiency as go
emitters.

In the last few years, a novel structure has attrac
much attention for its specific structural and electronic pr
erties. Column IV clathrates3 are cage-like materials com
posed of face-sharingX20, X24, andX28 clusters~whereX
5Si,Ge). All atoms are in the samesp3 environment as in
the diamond phase, but the network is composed of 87%
pentagonal rings. As a result, it has been shown in partic
that Si clathrates present a band gap which is;0.7 eV larger
than the one of the diamond phase.4,5 Furthermore, the pos
sibility of filling each cage by a dopant atom allows to si
nificantly raise the position of the Fermi level to yield
metallic system with a large density of states~eDOS!at the
Fermi level (EF).6,7

The possibility of efficiently doping such systems h
incited us to study the case of the hypothetical carbon cl
rates. Even though such phases have not been synthesiz
far, the reports on the synthesis of connected C36 clusters,8 of
diamond-like thin films synthesized by deposition of sm
carbon clusters9 or even of polymerized C60 suggests that the
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synthesis of such phases might be at hand or that the re
presented below may apply to the above-mentioned exis
phases.

In this letter we present anab initio study of the elec-
tronic properties of C-46 and Li8@C-46 within the density
functional theory~DFT!.10 We study in particular the C-46
~100! bare and hydrogenated surfaces and analyze the e
of doping on the position of the Fermi level, the affinity o
the system and the density of states atEF . We show that
under doping these materials are true metals with a low w
function, thus combining the advantages of diamond-l
systems with a large carrier concentration.

The local-density approximation~LDA!11 was used for
all calculations and a pseudopotential approach w
adopted.12 We used theSIESTA package,13 which is a selfcon-
sistent DFT code, employing numerical atomic-like orbita
~NAO! as a basis set. A well-converged basis set, consis
of doubled$s,px ,py ,pz% orbitals plus polarizationd- orbit-
als was applied. Some of the calculations were also p
formed using a standard plane-wave~PW! basis set. All sys-
tems studied below were fully relaxed, both with respect
cell size and atomic positions. To perform the electronic
finity analysis, we calculated the plane-averaged s
consistent potential in the direction perpendicular to the s
face for each of the slabs. The positions of the valence-b
maximum ~VBM! and conduction-band minimum~CBM!
were found by adding the energy difference between the
erage self-consistent potential in the bulk and the VB
~CBM! in the bulk to the average self-consistent poten
inside the slab.

Before studying the C-46 clathrate phase, we have te
the method by exploring the electronic and structural pr
erties for the well-known bare and hydrogenated diamo
~100! surfaces. Following Ref. 1, we have adopted a s
geometry with ten-layers but with 2-atoms per layer. T
k-point sampling was thus increased to a 43431 special
grid.14 A vacuum of 10 Å was kept between neighborin
slabs.

The results for PW and NAO basis are reported in Ta
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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I. As in Ref. 1, we observe that the hydrogenation, by bu
ing a surface dipole, leads to a negative affinity system.
results are in good agreement with those previou
published,1 and the NAO-basis calculations reproduce with
;0.15 eV the results of the PW calculations.

As the DFT-LDA is well known to underestimate th
band gap of insulators, we have performed a quasipar
study within the GW approximation15 for the bulk diamond
and C-46 phases. Such an approach is known to yield qu
particle energies to within 0.1 eV as compared to experim
tal photoemission data. More details about the formalism
results will be provided elsewhere.16 The main outcome of
such calculations is that the quasiparticle correction to
DFT-LDA eigenstates are very similar in both systems a
that the CBM is pushed to higher energy by;0.7 eV in both
phases~while the VBM is corrected down by;0.8 eV).
This corrects the calculated affinity as reported in the rig
hand side column of Table I.

The stability and electronic properties of C-34 and C-
clathrates have already been discussed in some detail a
DFT-LDA level.4,17–19 In particular, it has been shown tha
for the C-34 and C-46 clathrates, the cohesive energy, b
modulus, and band gap are, respectively,;0.1 eV/atom,
;10%, and;0.2 eV smaller than those of the diamon
phase. As such, the stability and mechanical propertie
carbon clathrates are close to those of the diamond phas
this work, we obtained for the lattice parameter bulk mod
lus and band gap the values of 6.64 Å, 376 GPa, and 3.75
respectively, with both NAO and PW basis sets, which is
good agreement with previously reported results. Within
GW approximation, the gaps increase to 5.55 and 5.35 eV
the diamond and clathrate phases, respectively.

We now study the C-46~100!surface represented in Fig
1. There are several nonequivalent~100! surfaces and we
adopt a surface consisting of ‘‘half emerging’’ C24 clusters.
After structural relaxation, we find that the emerging sem
clusters hardly reconstruct besides a slight contraction
ward of the threefold coordinated surface atoms, leading
minimum C–C distance of 1.40 Å on the surface. Hydrog
coverage is performed by ‘‘passivating’’ these surface thr
coordinated atoms. At this point we note that the results p
sented below may certainly change quantitatively with
chosen surface but the purpose of this letter is to illustrate
this specific example the potentialities of such novel syste
Figure 2 shows the calculated plane-averaged, self-consi
potential for bare and hydrogenated C-46~100!surfaces. The
electronic affinity is reported in Table I.

The results obtained for the undoped compounds sug
that carbon clathrates area priori less favorable for emission
than, say, the~100! diamond surface, taking the electron

TABLE I. Calculated electronic affinity for the diamond and clathrate c
bon surfaces~eV!.

Surface LDA-PWs LDA-NAOs GW

C ~100! 2.17 1.99 1.3
C ~100!:H 20.45 20.59 21.3
C-46 ~100! 3.47 2.8
C-46 ~100!:H 1.47 0.8
Li8@C-46~100!:H 2.18 ;1.5
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affinity as the only relevant criterion. However, we emph
size again that clathrates, contrary to the diamond phase
be efficiently doped19,20 by intercalating one atom in eac
cage in order to obtain a true metallic system with a la
density of electrons available for emission. This is a cruc
advantage as compared to the diamond phase.

By analogy with the existing doped Si clathrates a
intercalated carbon graphitic systems, we study then-doped
Li8@C-46 phase. The corresponding bulk eDOS is rep
sented in Fig. 3 where we have arbitrarily aligned the eD
to the top of the C-46 valence bands for sake of comparis
As can be readily seen, intercalation of Li atoms leads to
filling of the conduction bands of the host carbon matrix
Li 2s electrons. The system becomes metallic with the Fe
level located near a peak in the density of states, which i
excellent agreement with previous work.19

As in the case of diamond surfaces, hydrogenation le
to a significant decrease in the electronic affinity of t

FIG. 1. Symbolic representation of the Li8@C-46 ~100!:H slab unit cell.
The structure consists of C20 and C24 clusters with carbon atoms~not shown
here! located at the corners of the cages. The gray balls show Li at
encapsulated inside the carbon clusters. The black balls represent hyd
atoms on the surface of the slab. The same type of slab was used for
~100! and C-46~100!:H surfaces.

FIG. 2. Plot of the plane-averaged self-consistent potential for
C-46~100!bare and hydrogenated surfaces, and for Li8@C-46(100):H sur-
face. The good agreement between the bulk and slab potential on the i
most atoms of Li8@C-46(100):H indicates that the slab is large enough

-
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empty phase. We now explore the effect of doping on
electronic affinity~Table I!of the hydrogenated surface. Th
important finding is that Li doping leads to the formation
a true metallic system with a quite low work function
(;1.5 eV GW value!. This work function is significantl
lower than the one of alkali metals and much lower than
one of, e.g., tungsten. The eDOS for states located arounEF

can be further shown to have a strong weight on both b
and surface atoms, a factor which is crucial for emissi
One can conclude that doped carbon clathrates are po
tially true metals with a work function lower than the lowe
affinity of all elemental metallic systems but with much s
perior mechanical properties.

It is interesting to note that the work function of th
Li-doped clathrate is actually larger than the electronic af
ity of the empty phase, despite the raise of the Fermi le
under doping. This means that the entire band structur
shifted to lower energy with respect to the vacuum le
under doping. This shift can originate in two effects: a d
crease of the average potential inside the slab~bulk effect!
and an increase of the surface dipole barrier~surface effect!.
An analysis of both effects show that in the present case
mainly a bulk effect.

In conclusion, we have shown that doped carbon cla
rates are potentially true metallic systems with a work fu

FIG. 3. Electronic density of states~eDOS!for bulk C-46 and Li8@C-46. A
0.1 eV broadening has been used. The eDOS is normalized per carbon
Downloaded 24 Jun 2003 to 134.214.103.196. Redistribution subject to A
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tion significantly lower than the one of alkali metals but wi
a stability typical of the carbon diamond phase. This ope
new perspectives for the making of efficient electron em
ters. An alternative choice of dopant atom and/or surfa
treatment~e.g., cesium coverage!may lead to even smalle
work function.
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